e III. Hotellingls Test
We suppose that we have a sample of n values of each of p regression variables 11 . J.
J.J.
where The null hypothesis asserts that all these expectations have a conunon value, which we may denote by 7\.. The null hypothesis may also be expressed as a relationship satisfied by the partial regression coefficients, nw~Gly hi where the I' are the elements of too inverse of the sample correlation matrix of the xi.
Regression coefficients satisf,ying these conditions will be obtained if the regression of y on the compound variate is determined. The mean square for regression on the remaining variables with p -I degrees of freedom is tested against the residual mean square. It may be shown that this test is equivalent to Hotellingfs test. The variable X is so constructed that j.t will agree with the multiple regression function, and its sum of squares with the multiple regression sum of squares, provided each of the variables Xi is equally highly cOI'l 1 elated in the sample with y.
The advantages of the regression approach to this problem are believed to be, firstly, that it shows up more clearly the nature of ·;jhe test~;md the precise form of the null hypothesis which is being tested, and secondly, that the computations are simpler, being an extension of the usual multiple regression analysis.
IV. Tests of a tJider E J "Poth8sis
c : : -.~_ . _~_~~1
' ITe shall often be interested in testing whether variables to be used as predictors differ significantly in their efficiency when their values are not restricted to those obi3,9rved and used in making the test. In making this wider test we have to assume that the values observed are in fact representative of the population from which future samples will be drawn (an assumption which is not always satisfied), and that the distributional form in the population is known.
Needless to say, the wider test will be less sensitive than the conditional teat; the effect of assuming the xi to be distributed is, roughly speaking, to increase the residual variance a.ppropriate for making the test. No exact test of this hypothesis is known.
We shall assume that y and the Xi are drawn at random from a normal multivariate population, for which tl:e above given regression model holds. We shall also assume without loss of generality that the variances of the Xi are unity, and denote the correIations by~i. Then the wider null hypothesis is expressed in terms of the variances and covariances of the x., rather than in terms of their sums of squares
and products. It is in" fact
We shall here consider only the case p = 2, which sho;:fs sufficiently well the difficulties of the problem. For this case, the null lJypcthesis reduces tõ l =~2 ( =@, s~).
We first show that the conditional test is not valid for this hypothesis, The second term is clearly 0(1); and, being both independent of scale and symmetric in the variances of xl and x 2 (the population variances in the expression having been suppressed), it may be shown to be an even function of p, the correlation of~and x 2 • We may determine its value in the following 'tvay. Clearly E(t 11
------_._---
so that we need discuss only the evaluation of E( J (tIlt 22 ». The joint probability element of tIl' t 22 and r is (Fisher 1915) where and the joint probability element of z and r is 2 t(n-l)
and on integrating by parts with respect to r we get 
so that E(q) = (n-4) (1 +~+ 61 + 10 e: + g4 + ..... )
We therefore have which exceeds the expected value of the conditional variance of w by a term 0(1).
It does not appear possible to determine an unbiased estimate of this va.'t'iance.
An estimate which is independent of w, and whose bias is O(n-l ), is Some of these will now be considered. , so that the ratio cf ri -I' 2to I'l-r2 depends only on r 12
• This result does no t carryover to transformations of the coefficients.
Comparison of Transformed Correlations.
Since Fisher has shown that a hyperbolic transformation of the correlation coefficient makes the form of its distribution practicC'.lly ind.ependent of the population correlation, it. woul.d seem that some such transformation might be effective for the present problem. However,sinoe the correlation of r l and r 2 will, on the null hypothesis, u8ual:ty be lar'ge, the hyper"bol:'c tra:rsformation is not appropriate, as it would be i f we were compari..'1g independent correlation coefficients.
Hotelling shows "lihat a large-sample approximation to the variance of the difference already been studied by Harley (19.56, 19.57 ) who shows in particular that
We shall be concerned mainly to find a transformation such that the variance of the difference of the transformed values is practically independent of~, expect:ing that the variance will be a function of p which can be estimated from some function of r. 
The Likolihood Ratj;o Test
.Any test of th3 efficiency of two predictors Xl and x 2 must be based on the three sample correlation coef£'icients r l , 1'2 and r. The joint distribution of these coefficients depends on the corresponding population correlation coefficients PI' P2 and po Since the null hypothesis specifies merely that~= P2 without specifying the va~_ues of any of these parameters, the :b..ypothesis is composite. .A general criterion for testing significance in such cases is based on the ratio of likelihood maximized subject to the restriction of the null hypothesis to that maximized without res tric tion on the parame tars. In this case, minus twice the logarithm of such a ratio would be distributed asymptotically as X 2 with 1 degree of freedom.
As the restricted maximum likelihood is difficult to eVB_luate, this approach has not been followed here; we hope to work on this test later.
VIn. Conclusions
From the above d.iscussion it appears that the simplest and most effective test of the difference of efficiency of predictcrs is that given at the end of Section IV:
this is, in effect, a test of the difference of standardized regression coefficients agains tits marginal standard error.
Further investigation is needed, of 
